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Overview of Work with Compound Agents





Treat Subject as CAS
Wargames, Sims, and Scenarios
CAS Wargames <--> Scenarios
Evaluators




Red Team Intent (RTI) air, land, and sea
Compound Multiagent System Library (CMAS Library)
IAGO
Protean Media
Protean Media '05 New Games
Model Attached Cognitive Subjects (MACs)
QICR Scenario Generation
Signal Cascades
Evaluator (Integrates Signal Cascades & Cognitve Blending)
Biometrics with CMAS
Traffic Observation (Intent, Deception, and Large-scale Scaling)
Computational Cognitive Blending
Asynchronous Arrival of Matches
Signal Cascades
Generalization
Contact-Driven Focus of Attention
CMAS – Compound Multiagent Systems
Applications in Traditional S&M
Indoor Projects
Treat Subject as CAS
Wargames, Sims, and Scenarios
CAS Wargames <--> Scenarios
Computational Cognitive Blending
Operational Application of S&M
Outdoor Projects
Evaluators
Parallel, Self-Organizing, and Scaleable
Asynchronous Arrival of Matches
Signal Cascades
Generalization
Contact-Driven Focus of Attention













Browser-like access to UI
MAS Game Engine
Local Wireless Connections for < 12 Machines











Intall and Test Hardware
Facilitator Training


















Protean Media Players Assemble Operations that Combine Hard and 


















Historical Reference Case (HRC)
Cognitive Process
The QICR Process
Analyze and Expand List Entries
Transform into Building Blocks
Assess Building Blocks Against Scenarios and HRC's
Evolve Scenarios
Review Scenarios
Report on the Scenario List





Combined Person and Software
Properties
From the Bottom Up
Building Blocks (or elements)
Evolve or grow scenarios that improve their fit to multidimensional criteria
High Parallelism
Recombinant Elements
Cognitive Structure
